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INTRODUCTION
Social distancing and shelter-in-place policies significantly impact worker productivity. The novel corona virus COVID-19
has already demonstrated its capacity to impact business operations – and for organizations without an effective business
continuity remote working solution, the economic consequences will be substantial. Array’s best-of-breed SSL VPN remote
access solution allows businesses to securely scale remote access in response to pandemics and other unanticipated events,
providing the flexibility and scalability to enable remote working company-wide for any type of worker in any organization.

THE ‘NEW NORMAL’
While remote access and remote working have become the new norm for many companies, for others there remains a divide
between those set up for remote working and those who are not. When a business continuity event such as COVID-19 strikes,
virtually 100% of the workforce will need to work remotely. In the context of today’s new normal, every business must ensure
they adopt a remote working solution capable of supporting the requirements of the full workforce.

BEST-OF-BREED SSL VPN
Not all secure remote access solutions are created equal. Many organizations that support only a portion of their workforce
use either an SMB appliance or rely on a VPN integrated with their edge firewall. These approaches may suffice to support
a portion of the workforce; however, when tasked with supporting remote access company-wide they lack sufficient
horsepower to scale.

Best-of-Breed Solution

Integrated FW Feature

SMB Applications

Built from the ground up for
enterprise-class SSL VPN

SSL VPN provided as an
integrated feature on a
firewall

SSL VPN provided via open
source SW and generic HW.

Performance, scalability,
flexibility and richness of
features needed to support
enterprise-wide remote
access

Competes for resources on
a platform primarily tasked
with FW functions. Remote
access becomes slow or
unresponsive.

Suitable for smaller use
cases. Not sufficient
for supporting an entire
workforce at medium or large
enterprise organizations.
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REMOTE ACCESS PERSONAS
In addition to scalability, organizations must also consider the need to support different types of employees. For those
already issued a managed device and a VPN connection, working remotely during a business continuity event will be a
familiar experience. For in-office workers, who typically work from 9-to-5 on premises, remote working will be new and
managed devices will not be an option. To support remote access company-wide, Array supports access methods to support
the full range of remote access personas.
Remote Access VPN – Allow employees with managed laptops to securely connect to the company network from home.
Remote Desktop Access – For employees that work at the office on PCs, present their desktop inside a browser for secure
access from any personal device.
Secure Web Access – Publish select applications in a secure Web portal for use by any employee group, on any device in
any location.

ARRAY NETWORKS AG SERIES
Available as physical appliances or as virtual appliances for leading hypervisors and public cloud platforms, Array’s best-ofbreed SSL VPN is an ideal solution for supporting remote access and remote working company-wide in response to COVID-19
and today’s new normal.
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